
1978

Mercedes-Benz 450SLC
Price on request

225hp V8-

Only 1636 made!-

Elegant, classic colorscheme-

Extremely well preserved-

The W107 SLC

The W107 was produced from 1971 tot 1989 being the longest running Mercedes model (after the
G-model). The 450SLC came to Europe in 1973 with a 4.5 liter V8 producing 225hp and 378nm.  In
the end, only 1636 coupes (SLC) were built!

EQUIPMENT

The car is equipped with central locking, 15" Bundt wheels, isolated glass & front fogligths. On the
inside we find the automatic gearbox (as standard on a v8) and a beautiful Becker Europa radio. 

EXTERIOR & INTERIOR



The car was delivered new in 735G Astral Silver Metallic with 15” Bundt wheels; just like it is to this
day. On the inside you'll see the perfect condition classic blue leather / cloth upholstery.  When
lifting the carpets it's clear that the car is extremely well preserved. 

ENGINE & MECHANICS

The engine starts without hesitation, pulls in nicely and runs smooth like a V8 should! Everything
works and the car feels extremely solid. Checking the car underneath you immediately notice that
it's very nice and original. 

The gearbox changes gears easy and smooth, in perfect Mercedes class. 

HISTORY

This beautiful 450SLC is completely original and takes you back all the way to 1978! The blue
leather / cloth interior matches perfect with the Silver paint. The body is completely rust free and
was repainted in the past. 

The car was bought in The Netherlands by the current owner back in 2017. He wanted to keep the
car in perfect condition so didn't spare any cent and it shows! We can find invoices for several
1000s of euros. 

The car comes with a custom car cover to protect the car during winter or long time storage.  This
450 SLC makes a wonderful “daily use classic” and has the bonus of being a car that one will rarely
see and is certainly among the nicest to be found on the market today.

Specifications

Mark Mercedes-Benz
Model 450SLC

First use 02 / 01 / 1978
Chassis 10702412020***
Engine 4.520cc V8

Transmission Automatic gearbox
Mileage 50100 km

Color Astral Silver Metallic (735G M)
Interior Blue
Power 225 hp

Fuel Gas/Petrol (normal)
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